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Introdu tion

The evolutionary relationship for a set of spe ies is ommonly des ribed by an
evolutionary tree, where the leaves orrespond to the spe ies, the root orresponds to the most re ent ommon an estor for the spe ies, and the internal
nodes orrespond to the points in time where the evolution has diverged in different dire tions. The evolutionary history for a set of spe ies is rarely known,
hen e estimating the true evolutionary tree for a set of spe ies from obtainable
information about the spe ies is of great interest. Estimating the true evolutionary tree omputationally requires a model des ribing how to use available
information about spe ies to estimate aspe ts of the true evolutionary tree.
Given a model, the problem of estimating the true evolutionary tree is often
referred to as onstru ting the evolutionary tree in that model.
In this paper we study the problem of onstru ting evolutionary trees in
the experiment model proposed by Kannan, Lawler and Warnow in [16℄. In
this model the information about the spe ies is obtained by experiments whi h
an yield the evolutionary tree for any triplet of spe ies, f. Figure 1. The
problem of onstru ting an evolutionary tree for a set of n spe ies in the experiment model is to onstru t a rooted tree with no unary internal nodes and
n leaves labeled with the spe ies su h that the topology of the onstru ted
tree is onsistent with all possible experiments involving the spe ies. Hen e,
the topology of the onstru ted tree should be su h that the indu ed tree for
any three spe ies is equal to the tree returned by an experiment on those three
spe ies.
The relevan e of the experiment model depends on the possibility of performing experiments. A standard way to express phylogeneti information
is by a distan e matrix. A distan e matrix for a set of spe ies is a matrix
where entry Mij represents the evolutionary distan e between spe ies i and j ,
measured by some biologi al method (see [16℄ for further details). For three
spe ies a, b and c where Mab < min{Mac , Mbc } it is natural to on lude that
the least ommon an estor of a and b is below the least ommon an estor of a
and c, i.e. the out ome of an experiment on a, b and c an be de ided by
inspe ting Mab , Mac and Mbc . The onsisten y of experiments performed by
inspe ting a distan e matrix depends entirely on the distan e matrix. Kannan et al. in [16℄ dene a distan e matrix as noisy-ultrametri if there exists
a rooted evolutionary tree su h that for all triplets of spe ies a, b and c it
holds that Mab < min{Mac , Mbc } if and only if the least ommon an estor of a
and b is below the least ommon an estor of a and c in the rooted evolutionary
tree. Hen e, if a noisy-ultrametri distan e matrix for the set of spe ies an
be obtained, it an be used to perform experiments onsistently. Another and
more dire t method for performing experiments is DNA-DNA hybridization as
des ribed by Sibley and Ahlquist in [23℄. In this experimental te hnique one
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measures the temperature at whi h single stranded DNA from two dierent
spe ies bind together. The binding temperature is orrelated to the evolutionary distan e, i.e. by measuring the binding temperatures between DNA strands
from three spe ies one an de ide the out ome of the experiment by de iding
whi h pair of the three spe ies bind together at the highest temperature.
Kannan et al. introdu e and study the experiment model in [16℄ under
the assumption that experiments are awless in the sense that they do not
ontradi t ea h other, i.e. it is always possible to onstru t an evolutionary
tree for a set of spe ies that is onsistent with all possible experiments involving the spe ies. They present algorithms for onstru ting evolutionary
trees with bounded as well as unbounded degree, where the degree of a tree
is the maximum number of hildren for an internal node. For onstru ting
binary evolutionary trees they present three dierent algorithms with running
times O(n log n), O(n log2 n) and O(n2 ) respe tively, using 4n log n, n log3/2 n
and n log n experiments respe tively, where log n denotes log2 n. For onstru ting an evolutionary tree of degree d they present an algorithm with
running time O(n2 ) using O(dn log n) experiments. Finally, for the general
ase they present an algorithm with running time O(n2 ) using O(n2 ) experiments together with a mat hing lower bound. Kao, Lingas, and Östlin in [17℄
present a randomized algorithm for onstru ting evolutionary trees of degree d
with expe ted running time O(nd log n log log n). They also prove a lower
bound Ω(n log n + nd) on the number of experiments. The best algorithm so
far for onstru ting evolutionary trees of degree d is due to Lingas, Olsson, and
Östlin, who in [19℄ present an algorithm with running time O(nd log n) using
the same number of experiments.
In this paper we present the rst tight upper and lower bounds for the problem of onstru ting evolutionary trees of degree d in the experiment model.
We present an algorithm whi h onstru ts an evolutionary tree for n spe ies
in time O(nd logd n) using at most n⌈d/2⌉(log2⌈d/2⌉−1 n + O(1)) experiments
for d > 2, and at most n(log n + O(1)) experiments for d = 2, where d is the
degree of the onstru ted tree. The algorithm is a further development of an
algorithm from [19℄. Our onstru tion improves the previous best upper bound
by a fa tor Θ(log d). For d = 2 the previously best algorithm with running
time O(n log n) had a bound of 4n log n on the number of experiments. The
improved onstant fa tors on the number of experiments are important beause experiments are likely to be expensive in pra ti e, f. Kannan et al. [16℄.
By an expli it adversary argument, we show an Ω(nd logd n) lower bound,
mat hing our upper bounds and improving the previous best lower bound by
a fa tor Θ(logd n).
Our algorithm also supports the insertion of new spe ies with a running
time of O(md logd (n + m)) using at most m⌈d/2⌉(log2⌈d/2⌉−1 (n + m) + O(1))
experiments for d > 2, and at most m(log(n + m) + O(1)) experiments for
3

d = 2, where n is the number of spe ies in the tree to begin with, m is the
number of insertions, and d is the maximum degree of the tree during the
sequen e of insertions.
Central to our algorithm is the onstru tion and maintenan e of separator
trees of small height. We refer the reader to Se tion 2 for a detailed denition.
The spe ial lass of separator trees we in Se tion 2 denote 1/2-separator trees
an also be denoted entroid trees, sin e the separating nodes are then entroids. A entroid of a tree is a node whose removal dis onne ts the tree into
omponents ea h ontaining at most half of the nodes in the tree. Jordan's
lassi al result establishes that any tree has either one or two entroid [15, 14℄.
Goldman [12℄ and Megiddo et al. [21℄ showed how to ompute a entroid of
a tree in O(n) time. Re ursively lo ating entroids for ea h resulting omponent gives a entroid tree. By re ursive appli ations of the algorithms from
[12, 21℄ it follows that a entroid tree an be onstru ted in time O(n log n)
(see Lemma 1 for further details). In Se tion 2, Lemma 2, we present an algorithm for onstru ting entroid trees, i.e. 1/2-separator trees, with optimal
running time O(n). S hwarz, Smid and Snoeyink [22℄ des ribe how to ompute
1/2-separator trees (in [22℄ denoted 1/2-de omposition trees) for the ase of
binary trees in time O(n), by modifying the algorithm of Guibas, Hershberger,
Leven, Sharir and Tarjan [13℄ for omputing entroid de ompositions (in [13℄,
entroid refers to a entroid edge in a binary tree).
In general, separator trees are a relaxation of entroid trees where the
omponents resulting from deleting a node are not required to ontain at most
half of the nodes. S hwarz et al. [22℄ showed how to maintain 3/4-separator
trees in amortized time O(log n) per insertion for the ase of binary trees.
The height of a 3/4-separator tree is bounded by log4/3 n. In Se tion 2 we
show how to maintain separator trees in amortized logarithmi time under the
insertion of new nodes, su h that the height of the separator tree is bounded by
log n+O(1). Our main result for the dynami ase is summarized in Theorem 2.
Inequality (1) is the essential bound required in the analysis of the number of
experiments performed in our appli ation to evolutionary trees.
The basi idea of transforming a tree into a new tree with logarithmi
height is a fundamental approa h used in many algorithms. For designing dynami algorithms on trees several other general tree transformation te hniques
exist: Frederi kson's topology trees [10, 11℄, Sleator and Tarjan's dynami
trees [24℄, and Alstrup et al.'s top trees [1, 2℄. One appli ation of su h a tree
transformation is in Cohen and Tamassia's algorithm for dynami expression
tree evaluation [7℄. For parallel algorithms on trees related te hniques exist,
e.g. the entroid de omposition te hnique of Megiddo [20℄ and the a elerated
entroid de omposition te hnique of Cole and Vishkin [8℄ (in [8, 20℄, entroid
refers to the entroid paths in a tree).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we dene
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Figure 1: The four possible out omes of an experiment for three spe ies a, b
and c.
separator trees and des ribe how to onstru t and e iently maintain separator
trees of small height. In Se tion 3 we present our algorithm for onstru ting
and maintaining evolutionary trees. In Se tion 4 and 5 the lower bound is
proved using an expli it adversary argument. The adversary strategy used is
an extension of an adversary used by Borodin, Guibas, Lyn h, and Yao [5℄
for proving a trade-o between the prepro essing time of a set of elements
and membership queries, and Brodal, Chaudhuri, and Radhakrishnan [6℄ for
proving a trade-o between the update time of a set of elements and the time
for reporting the minimum of the set.
2

Separator Trees

In this se tion we dene separator trees and present e ient algorithms for
their onstru ting and maintenan e.

Denition 1 Let

T be an unrooted tree with n nodes. A separator tree ST

for T is a rooted tree on the same set of nodes, dened re ursively as follows:
The root of ST is a node u in T , alled the separator node. The removal of u
from T dis onne ts T into disjoint trees T1 , . . . , Tk , where k is the number of
edges in ident to u in T . The hildren of u in ST are the roots of separator
trees for T1 , . . . , Tk .

Clearly, there are many possible separator trees ST for a given tree T . An
example is shown in Figure 2.
For later use, we note the following fa ts for separator trees:

Fa t 1 Let

ST be a separator tree for T , and let v be a node in T . If Sv
denotes the subtree of ST rooted at v, then:

1. The subgraph Tv indu ed by the nodes in Sv is a tree, and Sv is a separator
tree for Tv .
2. For any edge from T with exa tly one endpoint in Tv , the other endpoint
is an an estor of v in ST , and ea h an estor of v an be the endpoint of
at most one su h edge.
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Figure 2: A tree T (left) and a separator tree ST for T (right).
The main point of a separator tree ST is that it may be balan ed, even
when the underlying tree T is not balan ed for any hoi e of root. The notion
of balan ed separator trees is ontained in the following denition, where the
size |T | of a tree T denotes the number of nodes in T , and where Ti refers to
the trees T1 , . . . , Tk from Denition 1.

Denition 2 A separator tree is a t-separator tree, for a threshold t ∈ [1/2, 1],
if |Ti | ≤ t|T | for ea h Ti and the separator tree for ea h Ti is also a t-separator
tree.
Note that a t-separator tree is also a t′ -separator tree for all t′ ≥ t. In
Se tion 2.1 we rst show how to onstru t 1/2-separator trees in linear time.
Su h a tree has height at most ⌊log n⌋. We then in Se tion 2.2 onsider dynami
separator trees and show how to maintain separators trees with small height in
logarithmi time per insertion. A simple algorithm yields height O(log n) and
a more involved algorithm improves the height bound to log n + O(1). Finally,
we in Se tion 2.3 show how to extend the algorithms with a spe i ordering of
the hildren fa ilitating the use in Se tion 3 of separator trees for the e ient
onstru tion and maintenan e of evolutionary trees in the experiment model.
2.1

Constru ting Separator Trees

In Lemma 1 below we rst give a simple algorithm for onstru ting 1/2separator trees in time O(n log n). In Lemma 2 we then improve the running
time of the algorithm to O(n) by adopting additional data stru tures.
We need the following denitions for our algorithms. For a node v in a
rooted tree T , we dene the size of v , denoted |v|, to be the number of nodes
in the subtree rooted at v . We let the heavy- hild of a node be a hild of
maximum size, where ties are broken arbitrarily. The edges to the heavyhildren dene a de omposition of T into disjoint heavy-paths. All nodes on a
heavy-path, ex ept the rst node, are heavy- hildren, and the last node is a
leaf.
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Lemma 1 Given a tree

T with n nodes, a 1/2-separator tree for T an be
onstru ted in time O(n log n).

Proof. We rst make T a rooted tree by letting an arbitrary node of T be the

root. For all nodes v in T we ompute |v| and identify the heavy-paths in T
in one traversal of T in time O(n). We identify the root of the 1/2-separator
tree ST as follows: We start at the root r of T and follow the heavy-path
from r to the lowest node u where |u| ≥ n/2 (possibly u = r ), i.e. |v| < n/2
for all hildren v of u. The node u be omes the root of ST . By removing u
from T , the tree T splits into disjoint trees T1 , . . . , Tk , where ea h tree Ti has
size ni ≤ n/2, sin e the tree Tj ontaining the parent of u has size at most
n − |u| ≤ n/2. We re ursively ompute 1/2-separator trees for ea h Ti . The
root of ea h re ursively onstru ted 1/2-separator tree be omes a hild of u
in ST .
Lo ating u takes time O(n) sin e the heavy-path starting at the root of T
ontains at most n nodes. This implies that the onstru tion time is bounded
by T (n), where T (n) is given by the re urren e

T (n) ≤ cn +

k
X

T (ni ) ,

i=1

for some positive onstant c, where ki=1 ni = n − 1 and ni ≤ n/2 for all
i = 1, . . . , k. By indu tion it follows that T (n) ≤ cn(log n + 1).
2
P

The algorithm of Lemma 1 re omputes the sizes of all nodes and the heavypaths for ea h re ursive all. Furthermore it does not exploit that the sizes
along a heavy-path is monotoni ally de reasing when sear hing for the root
of the separator tree. The following lemma shows how to exploit these two
observations to redu e the onstru tion time to O(n).

Lemma 2 Given a tree

T with n nodes, a 1/2-separator tree for T

onstru ted in time O(n).

Proof.

an be

The basi algorithm is identi al to the algorithm des ribed in the
proof of Lemma 1. To improve the sear h for separator nodes we keep tra k
of the heavy-paths as balan ed sear h trees. Ea h heavy-path is stored in a
sear h tree where the elements are the nodes on the heavy-path and the keys
are the sizes of the nodes. The sear h trees should support the operations:
key, join, split, su essor, and addpath ost. Given a pointer to an element, key
returns the key of the element. The operation join on atenates two sear h
trees, provided that the keys in one sear h tree are all smaller than the keys in
the other sear h tree, and split splits a sear h tree at a parti ular element. The
operation addpath ost adds the same value to all keys in a sear h trees. Given
7
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Figure 3: The separator node u on the heavy-path R = Rtop ∪ {u} ∪ Rbot , and
the nodes w1 , . . . , wℓ where to update the left-to-right order of the hildren.
a key, su essor nds the element with the smallest key larger than, or equal to,
the given key. As des ribed by Tarjan [25, Chapter 5℄, all these operations an
be supported in time O(log n), where n is the number of elements in the sear h
tree. Given a sorted list, the orresponding sear h tree an be onstru ted in
linear time.
Initially, we make T rooted, ompute |v| for all nodes v in T , identify
heavy-paths in T , and onstru t a sear h tree for ea h heavy path. In total
this takes time O(n). At ea h node whi h is the head of a heavy-path, we
store a link to the sear h tree storing the heavy-path starting at that node.
For ea h node we store a link to a priority queue whi h stores the hildren
of the node, ex ept the heavy- hild, with priorities equal to their sizes. The
priority queues should support insertion of an element with arbitrary priority
and deletion of the element with maximum priority in logarithmi time, and
onstru tion of a queue in linear time, as e.g. binary heaps [9, 26℄ do. The
total time for onstru ting the initial priority queues at the nodes is O(n).
We nd the root of the 1/2-separator tree ST using the sear h tree R storing
the heavy-path starting at the root r of T . We rst observe that |r| is the
maximal key in R, whi h an be found in time O(log n) by the operation key.
To nd the root of ST we perform the query su essor(|r|/2) on R, whi h by
onstru tion lo ates a node u in T where |u| ≥ |r|/2 and all hildren v of u
have |v| < |r|/2, i.e. u is a valid node for the root of ST . Removing u from T
splits T into disjoint trees T1 , . . . , Tk , where ea h subtree Ti has size ni ≤ n/2.
See Figure 3. We re ursively ompute a 1/2-separator tree for ea h Ti . The root
of ea h onstru ted 1/2-separator tree be omes a hild of u in the separator
tree ST .
8

To avoid re omputing the heavy-paths for ea h of the re ursive alls we
update the already omputed heavy-paths, and orresponding sear h trees, as
des ribed below in time O(log2 n). This implies that the total onstru tion
time is bounded by O(n + T (n)), where

T (n) ≤ c(1 + ⌊log n⌋2 ) +

k
X

T (ni ) ,

i=1

for some positive onstant c, where ki=1 ni = n − 1 and ni ≤ n/2 for all
P⌊log n⌋
i = 1, . . . , k. By indu tion it follows that T (n) ≤ cn + cn i=0 i2 /2i ≤ 7cn,
P∞ 2 i
sin e i=0 i /2 = 6. We on lude that the total onstru tion time is O(n).
To update the heavy-paths, we start by splitting the sear h tree R ontaining u into three parts, Rtop , u, and Rbot , where Rtop stores the part of the
heavy-path above u, and Rbot stores the part of the heavy-path below u. See
Figure 3. This an be done in time O(log n) by applying the split operation
twi e. By adding a link from the heavy hild of u in T , i.e. the node in Rbot
with maximum key, to the sear h tree Rbot , it follows that for all the Ti trees
that were rooted at the hildren of u the heavy-paths are orre tly stored as
sear h trees.
What remains is to update the sear h trees storing the heavy-paths in the
tree Tj that ontains the parent of u from T , i.e. the part of T above u. First
we update the keys (i.e. sizes) of all nodes in Rtop by subtra ting the size of the
subtree of T that was rooted at u, i.e. the key of u. This takes time O(log n) by
the addpath ost operation, and ensures that the keys of all nodes in Tj equal
their new sizes. What remains is to reorder the sear h trees for the paths
in Tj su h that they represent the heavy-paths in Tj , i.e. to identify the new
heavy- hildren of the nodes in Rtop .
We dene nodes w1 , w2 , . . . , wℓ as follows. Let w1 be the parent of u in T ,
and wi+1 the an estor of wi in Rtop determined by su essor(2 |wi |), where
|wi | = key(wi ). See Figure 3. Sin e |wi+1 | ≥ 2 |wi | and |Tj | ≤ n/2, it follows
that |wi | ≥ 2i−1 and ℓ ≤ log n. We now argue that w1 , . . . , wℓ are the only
nodes in Rtop where the hild also in Rtop is no longer a heavy- hild. Consider
a node z in Rtop between wi and wi+1 . Sin e |wi | < |z| < 2 |wi |, it follows that
the hild of z in Rtop is still the heavy hild of z in Tj sin e it has at least size
|wi | > |z|/2, i.e. the hildren of z are orre tly pla ed.
Now onsider wi . Let x be the heaviest hild of wi in T and let Q be the
priority queue storing the remaining hildren of wi . If Q is empty no updates
are ne essary at wi . Otherwise let y be the hild of wi with maximum key in Q,
i.e. the se ond heaviest hild of wi in T . If i = 1, then x = u and y be omes
the new heavy hild of w1 . We delete the maximum element y from Q; join
Rtop with the sear h tree storing the heavy-path starting in y ; and let Rtop be
the resulting sear h tree. We ontinue re ursively updating Rtop at wi+1 .
P
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Otherwise i ≥ 2. If |x| ≥ |y| in Tj , i.e. if |x| is larger than or equal to the
key of y in Q, then x is also the heavy- hild of wi in Tj . Otherwise, x is not the
heavy- hild of wi in Tj , and we must update the heavy-paths a ordingly. First,
′ , storing the
we split Rtop between x and wi , this results in two sear h trees Rtop
′′ , storing the heavy-path whi h
nodes on the path from the root to wi , and Rtop
starts at x. We then delete the maximum element y from Q; insert x into Q;
′′ . The node y is the new heavy- hild of w .
and let x have a pointer to Rtop
i
′
with the sear h tree storing the heavy-path starting at y , and
We join Rtop
let Rtop be the resulting sear h tree. We ontinue re ursively updating Rtop
at wi+1 .
It takes time O(log n) to nd ea h wi , and at ea h wi we use time O(log n)
to update the heavy hild information. Sin e ℓ ≤ log n, the total time for
2
reestablishing the heavy-paths is O(log2 n), whi h on ludes the proof.
2.2

Maintaining Separator Trees

In this se tion, we rst dis uss how to insert new nodes into a tree T and its
orresponding separator tree ST , and then present methods for maintaining
balan e and height in a separator tree ST during su h insertions.
We allow two types of node insertions in T : Type 1, whi h is the addition
of a new leaf node onne ted to an existing node in T by a new edge, and
Type 2, whi h is the addition of a new node by breaking an existing edge into
two edges. Figure 4 shows a tree before and after one addition of ea h type,
with new nodes in bold.
a
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Figure 4: Insertions into a tree T .
In the separator tree ST for T , we for a Type 1 insertion insert the new
node as a hild of the single node in T to whi h it is onne ted, and for a
Type 2 insertion we insert the new node as a hild of the deepest node in ST
among the two nodes in T to whi h it is onne ted. The two nodes are on the
same root to leaf path follows from 2. in Fa t 1 The resulting tree is easily seen
to be a separator tree for the updated tree T . Figure 5 shows the insertions
into ST orresponding to the insertions into T shown in Figure 4.
The methods we now present for maintaining balan e and height in separator trees during insertions of new nodes are based on rebuilding of subtrees,
and are inspired by methods of Andersson and Lai des ribed in [3, 4℄ for main10
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Figure 5: Insertions into ST orresponding to Figure 4.
taining small height in binary sear h trees. We rst show how the linear time
onstru tion algorithm for 1/2-separator trees from Lemma 2 leads to a simple algorithm for keeping separator trees well balan ed. The height bound
a hieved by this algorithm is O(log n), using O(log n) amortized time per update. We then use a two-layered stru ture to improve the height bound to
log n + O(1) without sa ri ing the time bound. The improved onstant fa tor
in the height bound is signi ant for our use of separator trees for maintaining
evolutionary trees in the experiment model, sin e the number of experiments
for an insertion of a new spe ies will turn out to be proportional to the height
of the separator tree. Furthermore, this height bound is within an additive
onstant of the best bound possible, as trees exist where any separator tree
must have height at least ⌊log n⌋, e.g. a tree whi h is a single path.
Statements about amortized omplexity for data stru tures normally assume an initially empty stru turethis is a spe ial ase of the statements
below.

Lemma 3 For any 0 < ε < 1/4, a (1/2 + ε)-separator tree an be maintained
in amortized time O((log n)/ε) per insertion, provided that the initial tree is a
1/2-separator tree.
Proof. We let ea h node v in the separator tree store the size |v| of its subtree

(its number of des endants in the separator tree, in luding v itself), as well as
its depth (the number of edges on the path to the root in the separator tree).
During insertions, we update this information along the path to the root,
and he k for violations of the threshold. If any violating nodes are found, we
rebuild the subtree rooted at the highest node v among these, using Lemma 2,
and then restore the size and depth information by a traversal of the rebuilt
subtree. Let u denote the largest hild of v just before the rebuild. We have
|u| > (1/2 + ε)|v|. Immediately after the last time we did a rebuild involving v , either u was not present, or we had |u|then ≤ |v|then / 2 ≤ |v|now / 2. As
|u|now > (1/2 + ε)|v|now , at least ε|v|now insertions have taken pla e below v
sin e then. Charging these insertions O(1/ε) ea h will over the O(|v|now )
ost for rebuilding the subtree of v and restoring the information at the nodes.
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Thus, if an insertion is harged O(1/ε) for ea h node on the path from the new
node to the root, the ost of all rebuildings are overed. Sin e the height of
the separator tree is at most log1/(1/2+ε) n, whi h is O(log n) by ε < 1/4, the
2
stated time bound follows.

Lemma 4 A





-separator tree an be maintained with a height
bound of ⌈log n⌉ in amortized time O(log2 n) per insertion, provided that the
initial tree is a 1/2-separator tree.
1
2

+

1
3⌈log n⌉

Proof. In the method of Lemma 3, we maintain ε =

1
3⌈log N ⌉ ,

where N denotes

a power of two larger than or equal to n. Initially N = 2⌈log n⌉+1 , i.e. the
smallest power of two larger than or equal to 2n. Whenever n ex eeds N , we
double N , whi h auses ε to hange, and we rebuild the entire separator tree as
a new 1/2-separator tree by applying the algorithm of Lemma 2. Note that n
must at least be doubled before the rst rebuild an o ur and between two
rebuilds, i.e. we an harge the pre eding insertions the ost of a rebulding
For a separator tree with threshold t, the size of a subtree rooted at depth i
is at most n · ti . Using the standard inequality (1 + x/y)y ≤ ex , we have

n



1
1
+
2 3⌈log N ⌉

⌈log n⌉

≤n

1
2⌈log n⌉



1+

2
3⌈log n⌉

⌈log n⌉

≤ e2/3 < 2 ,

i.e. a subtree rooted at depth ⌈log n⌉ must be a single node. It follows that
the height of a separator tree is at most ⌈log n⌉.
By Lemma 3 the amortized time for insertions is O((log n)/ε) = O(log2 n),
as the amortized ost of the global rebuildings is O(1) per insertion by Lemma 2.
2
In the next theorem, we redu e the amortized time bound to O(log n).

Theorem 1 Let T be an unrooted tree initially ontaining n nodes. After O(n)
time prepro essing, a separator tree for T with a height bound of log(n + m) + 5
an be maintained during m insertions in time O(m log(n + m)).
Proof. We use a two-layered rebalan ing me hanism to redu e the time bound
from Lemma 4 by a fa tor of Θ(log n). The top rebalan ing s heme will work
on a sample U of the nodes of the underlying tree T . If the nodes in U and
all the edges with whi h they are in ident are removed from T , it will break
into a set of onne ted omponents. We denote these the omponents indu ed
by U .
We maintain the following invariants on U , where ∆ is a multiple of four
within Θ(log n).
1. Ea h omponent indu ed by U ontains less than ∆ nodes.
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2. Ea h omponent indu ed by U is onne ted to at most two nodes from U .
We view U as a graph by letting two nodes in U be onne ted by an edge if
they in T are onne ted to the same indu ed omponent, or if they are already
neighbors in T . By Invariant 2, ea h omponent is onne ted to either one or
two nodes in U (unless U is empty, in whi h ase T itself is a single omponent).
The omponents onne ted to only one node in U we denote leaf omponents.
The omponents onne ted to two nodes in U may be asso iated with the
orresponding edge in U , and we denote these edge omponents. Assigning an
empty edge omponent to edges in T whi h onne t two nodes in U , we obtain
a one-to-one orresponden e between the edges of U and the edge omponents.
Using this, it is easy to see that sin e T is a tree, U is also a tree.
The separator tree for T will be a separator tree for U where separator trees
for the indu ed omponents are atta hed as extra hildren of the nodes. The
separator tree for a leaf omponent is atta hed as a hild of the single node in
U to whi h it is onne ted in T . The separator tree for an edge omponent
is atta hed as a hild of the node of largest depth in the separator tree for U ,
among the two nodes in U to whi h it is onne ted in T .
We remark that this ombined stru ture really does onstitute a separator
tree for T : removing the root r of the stru ture (i.e. the root of the separator
tree for U ) from T breaks T into pie es, of whi h the pie es ontaining no
nodes from U exa tly are the leaf omponents atta hed as hildren of r , and
the pie es ontaining nodes from U are in one-to-one orresponden e with the
pie es of U left when removing r from U . Continuing re ursively proves the
remark true.
We now dis uss how to update the separator tree for T after an insertion
into T . For a Type 1 insertion, the existing node to whi h the new node is
onne ted may belong to U . In this ase, the new node will form a new leaf
omponent of size one, whi h is added to the stru ture. For all other insertions,
an existing (but possibly empty) leaf or edge omponent C will grow by exa tly
one node. After inserting into C , the omponent is rebuilt to threshold 1/2 by
the algorithm from Lemma 2. If the number of nodes in C has rea hed ∆ due
to the insertion, it is now split into omponents of size at most ∆/2 by adding
the root v of the separator tree for C to the sample U . For edge omponents,
one of the new omponents formed by the split may be onne ted to three
nodes in U . Spe i ally, this happens if and only if v is not lo ated on the
unique path in T between the two nodes u1 , u2 ∈ U to whi h C is onne ted.
To maintain Invariant 2, we also add to U the node w lo ated where the paths
from v to u1 and from v to u2 separate. In total, this splits the violating
omponent into three or more omponents ea h being onne ted to at most
two nodes in U , reestablishing the invariant.
We build a 1/2-separator tree for ea h of the omponents whi h arise by
the in lusion of w in U , let these omponents be hildren of w, and let w be
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the single hild of v in the separator tree for U .
The addition of v and w into U onstitutes two insertions into the separator
tree for U , below the node of whi h C was a hild. To maintain balan e in the
separator tree for U after these insertions, we use the rebalan ing s heme from
Lemma 4.
After a rebuild of a subtree S in the separator tree for U during su h
rebalan ing, the depth of ea h node in S may have hanged. As said, an edge
omponent in the separator tree for T should be a hild of the node of largest
depth in the separator tree for U , among the two nodes in U to whi h it is
onne ted (these nodes are an estors of ea h other in the separator tree for U ,
as follows from Fa t 1). Therefore, for edge omponents onne ted to at least
one node in S we must after the rebuild he k the updated depth information
of these nodes, and hange parent of the omponent if ne essary. This is done
by a traversal of S during whi h we inspe t all edge omponents onne ted to
nodes in it. By the one-to-one orresponden e between edge omponents and
edges of U , the number of omponents to inspe t is equal to the number of
edges in U with at least one endpoint in S . By Fa t 1, this number is bounded
by |S| − 1 plus the depth of the root of S in the separator tree for U . Thus, by
the height bound in Lemma 4, inspe tion of edge omponents will only add an
additive logarithmi term to the rebalan ing ost for the separator tree for U ,
whi h therefore remains amortized O(log2 |U |).
To maintain the value of ∆, we rebuild the entire stru ture whenever n has
doubled, setting ∆ to 4⌈(log n)/4⌉. We now dis uss how to perform su h a
global rebuilding in O(n) time. The same algorithm is also used as prepro essing to onstru t the separator tree for the initial tree T . Thus, prepro essing
takes O(n) time.
To onstru t the separator tree for some existing tree τ , we rst generate
the sample U and its indu ed omponents. We then use the algorithm from
Lemma 2 to onstru t a separator tree for U and for ea h omponent. Finally,
we atta h ea h leaf omponent to the single node from U to whi h it is onne ted, and atta h ea h edge omponent as a hild of the lowest of the two
nodes in U to whi h it is onne ted. In the ase of the prepro essing, we will
need the generated U to fulll Invariant 1 with a value of ∆/2 instead of ∆ in
order to obtain the stated time bound for the rst n insertions. We use this
value in the des ription here.
The sample U is generated by a traversal of τ using e.g. a depth rst
sear h, during whi h we maintain a sample and its indu ed omponents for
the part of τ traversed so far. The algorithm for this is similar to the insertion
pro edure des ribed above, ex ept that no separator trees are maintained for
neither U nor the edge and leaf omponents. Spe i ally, when a new node v
is en ountered during the traversal, we onsider the node w from whi h it was
rea hed. If w is in U , we start a new omponent. If not, v is added to the
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omponent of w. If the number of nodes in a omponent rea hes ∆/2, we split
it into omponents ontaining at most ∆/4 nodes ea h by adding one of its
nodes to U . To lo ate this node, we use the method des ribed in the rst lines
of the proof of Lemma 1. If ne essary, we also split one of the new omponents
to maintain Invariant 2.
When a omponent overows, at least ∆/4 nodes have been inserted into it
sin e it was reated by a omponent split or by the start of a new omponent.
Hen e, at most 4n/∆ overows an o ur during the generation of U . As ea h
overow an be handled in time O(∆), the generation of U an be performed
in time O(n). By the time bound from Lemma 2, the entire separator tree
for τ an be onstru ted in O(n) time. This on ludes our des ription of the
global rebuilding of the stru ture.
We now analyze the time for m insertions in the separator tree. Clearly, we
only need to onsider the ase m < n, as the rebalan ing s heme is reset by a
global rebuild ea h time n has doubled, and as ea h su h rebuild ex ept the initial onstru tion amounts to O(1) amortized work per insertion. The insertion
into an indu ed omponent and the rebuilding of its separator tree by Lemma 2
takes O(∆) = O(log n) time, in luding any splitting of the omponent due to
overow. Ea h overowing omponent gives rise to at most two insertions into
the separator tree for U . When a omponent is reated by a omponent split
or by the start of a new omponent, it ontains at most ∆/2 nodes. The size
of the omponents after the onstru tion of the initial separator tree is also
bounded by ∆/2. Hen e, after m insertions, at most 2m/∆ overows of omponents an have o urred. Ea h overow gives rise to at most two insertions
into the separator tree for U , ea h of whi h osts O(log2 |U |) = O(log2 n).
The total ost of these insertions is then O((m log2 n)/∆) = O(m log n). The
stated time bound follows.
To prove the stated height bound, note that in the initial tree, U ontains
at most 8n/∆ nodes. At most 2m/∆ overows of omponents have o urred
during insertions, ea h of whi h inserts at most two more nodes into U . Hen e,
the size of U is bounded by 8(n + m)/∆. By Lemma 4, the height of the
separator tree for U is most log(8(n + m)/∆) + 1 = log(n + m) + 4 − log ∆.
By Invariant 1, the height of the separator trees for the indu ed omponents
is at most log ∆, as these are 1/2-separator trees. Adding one to the height to
a ount for the edges onne ting the root of the separator trees for omponents
to nodes in the separator tree for U gives the stated height bound.
2
2.3

Ordered Separator Trees

We now extend the separator trees maintained by the algorithm from Theorem 1 with a spe i ordering of the hildren, fa ilitating our use of separator
trees in Se tion 3 for nding insertion points for new spe ies in evolutionary
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trees. The basi idea is to speed up the sear h in the separator tree by onsidering the hildren of the nodes in de reasing size-order. This ensures a larger
redu tion of subtree size in the ase that many hildren have to be onsidered
before the subtree to pro eed the sear h in is found.
The below lemma shows that size order an be assumed after a rebuild of
a separator tree.

Lemma 5 A separator tree of size n an be pro essed in time O(n) su h that
hildren of nodes are sorted in de reasing size-order.

Proof. We rst traverse the separator tree in linear time and ompute the size

of all nodes. Sin e the sizes are bounded by n, a list of all nodes an be sorted
in de reasing size order in linear time using bu ket-sort [18℄. By s anning
through the sorted list of nodes in in reasing size order making the nodes
visited the rst hild of their respe tive parents, we in linear time update the
order of hildren at ea h node in the separator tree su h that they are sorted
in de reasing size-order.
2
However, for the two layered stru ture from Theorem 1, further details are
needed to a hieve the following.

Theorem 2 Let T be an unrooted tree initially ontaining n nodes. After O(n)

time prepro essing, an ordered separator tree for T an in time O(m log(n+m))
be maintained during m insertions in a way su h that the height is bounded by
log(n + m) + 5 and su h that for any path (v1 , v2 , . . . , vℓ ) from the root v1 to a
node vℓ in the separator tree, it holds that
Y

di ≤2

2 ·

Y

di < 16d(n + m) ,

(1)

di >2

where di is the number whi h vi+1 has in the ordering of the hildren of vi ,
for 1 ≤ i < ℓ, and d is max{d1 , . . . , dℓ−1 }.
Proof. The proof is by an extension of the onstru tion from Theorem 1, and

familiarity with the proof of this theorem is assumed here.
We extend the onstru tion by an ordering of the hildren of the nodes of
the separator tree as follows. For a node v in U , the hildren whi h belong to U
will be rst in the ordering, followed by the the hildren not in U . Furthermore,
the hildren belonging to U will be in de reasing order in terms of the size of
their subtrees in the separator tree for U (whi h is not the same as the size of
their subtrees in the entire separator tree for T ). For a node v in U , we do not
dene any parti ular order among the hildren not in U . For a node v not in U ,
the hildren (none of whi h an be in U ), will be in de reasing order in terms
of the size of their subtree in the separator tree for the indu ed omponent in
whi h they are ontained.
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The above ordering must be maintained during insertions and rebalan ing
of the stru ture. Whenever an insertion o urs in an indu ed omponent, it
is ompletely rebuilt by the algorithm from Lemma 2. This algorithm is also
used as the fundamental operation in the rebalan ing of the separator tree
for U . After an invo ation of this algorithm, the order order an be restored
without ae ting the time bound, by Lemma 5. When an insertion into U
o urs due to the splitting of a omponent, the ordering may have to hange
among hildren of nodes on the path from the insertion point to the root in the
separator tree for U . With a proper linked list representation of the hildren of
a node in groups of hildren with equal size, this an be done in onstant time
per node on the path, as the size of only one hild per node hanges, and the
in rease in size is only one. Thus, this takes time proportional to the height
of the separator tree of U . All in all, the ordering an be maintained without
ae ting the time bound from Theorem 1. The height bound also follows from
Theorem 1.
To prove the last laim of the lemma, i.e. inequality (1), note that a path
(v1 , v2 , . . . , vℓ ) will rst pass through nodes from U , then through nodes from
a single indu ed omponent. Let vj be the last node from U on the path.
We rst onsider the part (v1 , v2 , . . . , vj ) of the path lying within the
separator tree for U . This separator tree by Lemma 4 has a threshold of
1
1
2 + 3⌈log |U |⌉ . For di ≥ 2, a des ent into the di 'th hild must redu e by a fa tor
of at least di the number of nodes in the urrent subtree of the separator tree
for U . For di = 1, we an only laim a fa tor given by the threshold of the
separator tree. Sin e this part of the path ends at the latest when there is a
single node left in the subtree of the separator tree for U , we have the following
for this part of the path:

1 ≤ |U | ·



1
1
+
2 3⌈log |U |⌉

k

·

Y

di ≥2
i<j

1
,
di

where k = |{i < j | di = 1}|. From Lemma 4 the height of the separator tree
for U is bounded by ⌈log |U |⌉. Using this and the inequality (1 + x/y)y ≤ ex ,
we get


1
1
+
2 3⌈log |U |⌉

k

1
2
≤ k · 1+
2
3⌈log |U |⌉


⌈log |U |⌉

≤

1
2
· e2/3 < k .
k
2
2

Re alling that |U | ≤ 8(n + m)/∆, we get

1 < 16(n + m)/∆ ·

Y 1
1
·
.
k
2
di
di ≥2
i<j
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(2)

The part (vj+1 , . . . , vℓ ) of the path lies within a separator tree for an indu ed omponent, whi h has a threshold of exa tly 1/2. By a similar but
simpler argument, we get

1 ≤ ∆·

Y 1
1
,
′ ·
k
2
di

(3)

di ≥2
i>j

where k′ = |{i > j | di = 1}|.
At vj , the ordering of the hildren not in U is arbitrary, and the measure
of size in the above argument hanges, hen e the above argument is not valid.
By denition we have the inequality

dj ≤ d .

(4)

Multiplying left sides and right sides in the inequalities (2), (3) and (4), and
2
rearranging the result proves (1).
3

Algorithm for Constru ting and Maintaining Evolutionary Trees

In this se tion we des ribe an algorithm for onstru ting an evolutionary tree T
in the experiment model for a set of n spe ies in time O(nd logd n), where d
is the degree of the tree. Note that d is not known by the algorithm in advan e. The algorithm is a further development of an algorithm by Lingas et al.
in [19℄. Our algorithm also supports the insertion of new spe ies with running
time O(md logd (n + m)) using at most m⌈d/2⌉(log2⌈d/2⌉−1 (n + m) + O(1)) experiments for d > 2, and at most m(log(n + m) + O(1)) experiments for d = 2,
where n is the number of spe ies in the tree to begin with, m is the number
of insertions, and d is the maximum degree of the tree during the sequen e of
insertions.
The onstru tion algorithm inserts one spe ies at the time into the tree
in time O(d logd n) until all n spe ies have been inserted. Figure 6 shows the
three possible hanges to an evolutionary tree when inserting a new spe ies:
(i) The new spe ies is a leaf below an existing node; (j ) the spe ies auses a
new root to be reated; (h) an existing edge is split by reating a new internal
node.
The sear h for the insertion point of a new spe ies a is guided by a separator
tree ST for the internal nodes of the evolutionary tree T for the spe ies inserted
so far. The sear h starts at the root of ST . In a manner to be des ribed below,
we de ide by experiments whi h subtree, rooted at a hild of the root in ST ,
the sear h should ontinue in. This is repeated re ursively until the orre t
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Figure 6: The three possible hanges to an evolutionary tree when inserting a
new spe ies i, j or h.
insertion point in T for a is found. We keep links between orresponding nodes
in ST and T for swit hing between the two trees. To fa ilitate the experiments,
we for ea h internal node in T maintain a pointer to an arbitrary leaf in its
subtree. When inserting a new internal node in T this pointer is set to point
to the new leaf whi h aused the insertion of the node.
We say that the insertion point of a is in ident to a node v , if
1. a should be inserted dire tly below v , or
2. a should split an edge whi h is in ident to v by reating a new internal
node on the edge and make a a leaf below the new node, or
3. if v is the root of T , a new root of T should be reated with a and v as
its two hildren.
The invariant for the sear h is the following. Assume we have rea hed
node v in the separator tree for the internal nodes in T , and let Sv be the
internal nodes of T whi h are ontained in the subtree of ST rooted at v
(in luding v ). Then the insertion point of the new spe ies a is in ident to a
node in Sv .
Let v be the node in ST for whi h we want to de ide if the insertion point
for the new spe ies a is in the subtree above v in T ; if it is in a subtree rooted
at a hild of v in T ; or if a should be inserted as a new hild of v . We denote
by u1 , . . . , uk the hildren of v in T , where u1 , . . . , uk′ are nodes in distin t
subtrees T1 , . . . , Tk′ below v in ST , whereas uk′ +1 , . . . , uk are leaves in T or are
nodes above v in ST . The order of the subtrees T1 , . . . , Tk′ below v in ST is
given by the ordered separator tree ST and determines the order of u1 , . . . , uk′ .
The remaining hildren uk′ +1 , . . . , uk of v may appear in any order.
We perform at most ⌈k/2⌉ experiments at v . The i'th experiment is on
the spe ies a, b and c, where b and c are leaves in T below u2i−1 and u2i
respe tively. The leaves b and c an be lo ated using the pointers stored
at u2i−1 and u2i . Note that the least ommon an estor of b and c in T is v .
If k is odd then the spe ies b and c in the ⌈k/2⌉'th experiment is hosen as
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leaves in T below uk and u1 respe tively, and note that the two leaves are
distin t be ause k ≥ 2 by denition. There are four possible out omes of
the i'th experiment orresponding to Figure 1:
1. (a, b, c) implies that the insertion point for a is in ident to a des endent
of uj , where b and c are not des endents of uj , or a is a new leaf below v .
2. ((a, b), c) implies that the insertion point for a is in ident to a des endent
of u2i−1 , sin e the least ommon an estor of a and b is below v in T .
3. ((a, c), b) is symmetri to the above ase and the insertion point of a is
in ident to a des endent of u2i (u1 for the ⌈k/2⌉'th experiment if k odd).
4. ((b, c), a) implies that the insertion point of a is in the subtree above v ,
sin e the least ommon an estor of a and b is above v . If v is the present
root of T , a new root should be reated with hildren a and v .
We perform experiments for in reasing i until we get an out ome dieren e
from Case 1, or until we have performed all ⌈k/2⌉ experiments all with out ome
f. Case 1. In the latter ase spe ies a should be inserted dire tly below v
in T as a new hild. In the former ase, when the out ome of an experiment is
dierent from Case 1, we know in whi h subtree adja ent to v in T the insertion
point for spe ies a is lo ated. If there is no orresponding subtree below v in
ST , then we have identied the edge in ident to v in T whi h the insertion
of spe ies a should split. Otherwise we ontinue re ursively sear hing for the
insertion point for spe ies a at the hild of v in ST whi h roots the separator
tree for the subtree adja ent to v whi h has been identied to ontain the
insertion point for a. When the insertion point for spe ies a is found, we insert
one leaf and at most one internal node into T , and ST is updated a ording to
Theorem 2.

Lemma 6 Given an evolutionary tree

T for n spe ies with degree d, and
a separator tree ST for T a ording to Theorem 2, then a new spe ies a
an be inserted into T and ST in amortized time O(d log d n) using at most
⌈d/2⌉(log 2⌈d/2⌉−1 n + O(1)) experiments for d > 2, and at most log n + O(1)
experiments for d = 2.

Proof.

Let v1 , . . . , vℓ be the nodes in ST (and T ) visited by the algorithm
while inserting spe ies a, where v1 is the root of ST and vj+1 is a hild of vj
in ST . Dene di by vi+1 being the di 'th hild of vi in ST , for 1 ≤ i < ℓ.
For d = 2 we perform exa tly one experiment at ea h vi . The total number
of experiments is thus bounded by the height of the separator tree. By Theorem 2 it follows that the number of experiments is bounded by log n + O(1).
In the following we onsider the ase where d ≥ 3.
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For i < ℓ, let xi denote the number of experiments performed at node vi .
We have xi ≤ ⌈d/2⌉ and di ≥ 2xi − 1, sin e ea h experiment onsiders two
hildren of vi in T and the rst experiment also identies if a should be inserted
into the subtree above vi . At vℓ we perform at most ⌈d/2⌉ experiments.
Q
Q
For d1 , . . . , dℓ−1 we from Theorem 2 have the onstraint di ≤2 2· di >2 di ≤
16dn, sin e |ST | ≤ n − 1. To prove the stated bound on the worst ase number
P
of experiments we must maximize ℓi=0 xi under the above onstraints. We
have

log(16dn) ≥

log di

1+

X

xi +

di >2

xi >1

X

xi >1

xi =1

≥

X

X

xi =1

≥

log di

1+

di ≤2

≥

X

X

xi

1
log(2xi − 1)
xi

ℓ−1
X
1
log(2⌈d/2⌉ − 1)
xi ,
⌈d/2⌉
i=1

where the se ond inequality holds sin e xi > 1 implies di ≥ 3. The last
inequality holds sin e for f (x) = x1 log(2x − 1) we have 1 > f (2) > f (3) and
f (x) is de reasing for x ≥ 3, i.e. f (x) is minimized when x is maximized.
P
We on lude that ℓ−1
i=1 xi ≤ ⌈d/2⌉ log 2⌈d/2⌉−1 (16dn), i.e. for the total numP
ber of experiments we have ℓi=1 xi ≤ ⌈d/2⌉(log2⌈d/2⌉−1 (16dn) + 1).
The time needed for the insertion is proportional to the number of experiments performed plus the time to update ST . By Theorem 2 the total time is
2
thus O(d logd n).
From Lemma 6 and Theorem 2 we get the following bounds for onstru ting
and maintaining an evolutionary tree under the insertion of new spe ies in the
experiment model.

Theorem 3 After O(n) prepro essing time an evolutionary tree T for n spe ies

an be maintained under m insertions in time O(dm logd (n + m)) using at
most m⌈d/2⌉(log2⌈d/2⌉−1 (n + m) + O(1)) experiments for d > 2, and at most
m(log(n + m) + O(1)) experiments for d = 2, where d is the maximum degree
of the tree during the sequen e of insertions.
4

Adversary for Constru ting Evolutionary Trees

To prove a lower bound on the number of experiments required for onstru ting an evolutionary tree of n spe ies with degree at most d, we des ribe an
adversary strategy for de iding the out ome of experiments. The adversary is
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required to give onsistent answers, i.e. the reported out ome of an experiment
is not allowed to ontradi t the out ome of previously performed experiments.
A onstru tion algorithm is able to onstru t an unambiguous evolutionary
tree based on the performed experiments when the adversary is not able to
answer any additional experiments in su h a way that it ontradi ts the onstru ted evolutionary tree. The role of the adversary is to for e any onstru tion algorithm to perform provably many experiments in order to onstru t an
unambiguous evolutionary tree.
To implement the adversary strategy for de iding the out ome of experiments in a onsistent way, the adversary maintains a rooted innite d-ary
tree, D , where ea h of the n spe ies are stored at one of the nodes, allowing
nodes to store several spe ies. Initially all n spe ies are stored at the root. For
ea h experiment performed, the adversary an move the spe ies downwards
by performing a sequen e of moves, where ea h move shifts a spe ies from the
node it is urrently stored at to a hild of the node.
By de iding the out ome of experiments, the adversary reveals information
about the evolutionary relationships between the spe ies to the onstru tion
algorithm performing the experiments. The distribution of the n spe ies on D
represents the information revealed by the adversary (together with the forbidden and oni ting lists introdu ed below). The evolutionary tree T to be
established by the onstru tion algorithm will be a onne ted subset of nodes
of D in luding the root. Initially, when all spe ies are stored at the root, the
onstru tion algorithm has no information about the evolutionary relationships. The evolutionary relationships revealed to the onstru tion algorithm
by the urrent distribution of the spe ies on D orresponds to the tree formed
by the paths from the root of D to the nodes storing at least one spe ies.
More pre isely, the orresponden e between the nal evolutionary tree T and
the urrent distribution of the spe ies on D is that if v is a leaf of T labeled a
then spe ies a is stored at some node on the path in D from the root to the
node v .
Our obje tive is to prove that if an algorithm omputes T , then the n spe ies
on average must have been moved Ω(logd n) levels down by the adversary, and
that the number of moves by the adversary is a fra tion O(1/d) of the number
of experiments performed. These two fa ts imply the Ω(nd logd n) lower bound
on the number of experiments required.
To ontrol its strategy for moving spe ies on D , the adversary maintains
for ea h spe ies a a forbidden list F(a) of nodes and a oni ting list C(a) of
spe ies. If a is stored at node v , then F(a) is a subset of the hildren c1 , . . . , cd
of v , and C(a) is a subset of the other spe ies stored at v . If ci ∈ F(a), then a
is not allowed to be moved to hild ci , and if b ∈ C(a) then a and b must be
moved to two distin t hildren of v . It will be an invariant that b ∈ C(a) if
and only if a ∈ C(b). Initially all forbidden and oni ting lists are empty.
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The adversary maintains the forbidden and oni ting lists su h that the size
of the forbidden and oni ting lists of a spe ies a is bounded by the invariant

|F(a)| + |C(a)| ≤ d − 2 .

(5)

The adversary uses the sum |F(a)| + |C(a)| to de ide when to move a
spe ies a one level down in D . Whenever the invariant (5) be omes violated
be ause |F(a)|+|C(a)| = d−1, for a spe ies a stored at a node v , the adversary
moves a to a hild ci ∈
/ F(a) of v . Sin e |F(a)| ≤ d − 1, su h a ci ∈
/ F(a) is
guaranteed to exist. When moving a from v to ci , the adversary updates the
forbidden and oni ting lists as follows: For all b ∈ C(a), a is deleted from C(b)
and ci is inserted into F(b). If ci was already in F(b), the sum |F(b)| + |C(b)|
de reases by one, if ci was not in F(b) the sum remains un hanged. Finally,
F(a) and C(a) are assigned the empty set.
For two spe ies a and b, we dene their least ommon an estor, LCA(a, b),
to be the least ommon an estor of the two nodes storing a and b in D . We
denote LCA(a, b) as xed if it annot be hanged by future moves of a and b
by the adversary. If LCA(a, b) is xed then the least ommon an estor of the
two spe ies a and b in T is the node LCA(a, b). If a is stored at node va and b
is stored at node vb , it follows that LCA(a, b) is xed if and only if one of the
following four onditions is satised.
1. va = LCA(a, b) = vb and a ∈ C(b) (and b ∈ C(a)).
2. va 6= LCA(a, b) = vb and ci ∈ F(b), where ci is the hild of vb su h that
the subtree rooted at ci ontains va .
3. va = LCA(a, b) 6= vb and ci ∈ F(a), where ci is the hild of va su h that
the subtree rooted at ci ontains vb .
4. va 6= LCA(a, b) 6= vb .
In Case 1, spe ies a and b are stored at the same node and annot be moved
to the same hild be ause a ∈ C(b), i.e. LCA(a, b) is xed as the node whi h
urrently stores a and b. Cases 2 and 3 are symmetri . In Case 2, spe ies a
is stored at a des endant of a hild ci of the node storing b, and b annot
be moved to ci be ause ci ∈ F(b), i.e. LCA(a, b) is xed as the node whi h
urrently stores b. Finally, in Case 4, spe ies a and b are stored at nodes in
disjoint subtrees, i.e. LCA(a, b) is already xed.
The operation Fix(a, b) ensures that LCA(a, b) is xed as follows:
1. If va = LCA(a, b) = vb and a ∈
/ C(b) then insert a into C(b) and insert b
into C(a).
2. If va 6= LCA(a, b) = vb and ci ∈
/ F(b), where ci is the hild of vb su h
that the subtree rooted at ci ontains va , then insert ci into F(b).
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3. If va = LCA(a, b) 6= vb and ci ∈
/ F(a), where ci is the hild of va su h
that the subtree rooted at ci ontains vb , then insert ci into F(a).
Otherwise Fix(a, b) does nothing. If performing Fix(a, b) in reases |F(a)| su h
that |F(a)| + |C(a)| = d − 1, then a is moved one level down as des ribed
above. Similarly, if |F(b)| + |C(b)| = d − 1 then b is moved one level down.
After performing Fix(a, b) we thus have that |F(a)| + |C(a)| ≤ d − 2 and
|F(b)| + |C(b)| ≤ d − 2, whi h ensures that the invariant (5) is not violated.
When the onstru tion algorithm performs an experiment on three spe ies
a, b and c, the adversary de ides the out ome of the experiment based on the
urrent distribution of the spe ies on D and the ontent of the oni ting and
forbidden lists. To ensure the onsisten y of future answers, the adversary
rst x the least ommon an estors of a, b and c by applying the operation
Fix three times: Fix(a, b), Fix(a, c) and Fix(b, c). After having xed LCA(a, b),
LCA(a, c), and LCA(b, c), the adversary de ides the out ome of the experiment
by examining LCA(a, b), LCA(a, c), and LCA(b, c) in D as des ribed below.
The four ases orrespond to the four possible out omes of an experiment f.
Figure 1.
1. If LCA(a, b) = LCA(b, c) = LCA(a, c) then return (a, b, c).
2. If LCA(a, b) 6= LCA(b, c) = LCA(a, c) then return ((a, b), c).
3. If LCA(a, c) 6= LCA(a, b) = LCA(b, c) then return ((a, c), b).
4. If LCA(b, c) 6= LCA(a, b) = LCA(a, c) then return ((b, c), a).
5

Lower Bound Analysis

We will argue that the above adversary strategy for es any onstru tion algorithm to perform at least Ω(nd logd n) experiments before being able to onlude unambiguously the evolutionary relationships between the n spe ies.

Theorem 4 Constru ting an evolutionary tree of n spe ies requires Ω(nd logd n)

experiments, where d is the degree of the onstru ted tree.

Proof. We rst observe that an appli ation of Fix(a, b) at most in reases the

size of the two oni ting lists, C(a) and C(b), by one, or the size of one of
the forbidden list, F(a) or F(b), by one. If performing Fix(a, b) in reases the
sum |F(a)| + |C(a)| to d − 1, then spe ies a is moved one level down in D
and F(a) and C(a) are emptied, whi h auses the overall sum of the sizes of
forbidden and oni ting lists to de rease by d − 1. This implies that a total
of k Fix operations, starting with the initial onguration where all oni ting
and forbidden lists are empty, an ause at most 2k/(d − 1) moves. Sin e an
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experiment involves three Fix operations, we an bound the total number of
moves during m experiments by 6m/(d − 1).
Now onsider the onguration, i.e. the distribution of spe ies and the
ontent of oni ting and forbidden lists, when the onstru tion algorithm
omputing the evolutionary tree terminates. Some spe ies may have nonempty
forbidden lists or oni ting lists. By for ing one additional move on ea h of
these spe ies as des ribed in Se tion 4, we an guarantee that all forbidden and
oni ting lists are empty. At most n additional moves must be performed.
Let T ′ be the tree formed by the paths in D from the root to the nodes
storing at least one spe ies. We rst argue that all internal nodes of T ′ have at
least two hildren. If a spe ies has been moved to a hild of a node, then the
forbidden list or oni ting list of the spe ies was nonempty. If the forbidden
list was nonempty, then ea h of the forbidden subtrees already ontained at
least one spe ies, and if the oni ting list was nonempty there was at least one
spe ies on the same node that was required to be moved to another subtree,
at the latest by the n additional moves. It follows that if a spe ies has been
moved to a hild of a node then at least one spe ies has been moved to another
hild of the node, implying that T ′ has no node with only one hild.
We next argue that all n spe ies are stored at the leaves of T ′ and that
ea h leaf of T ′ stores either one or two spe ies. If there is a non-leaf node
in T ′ that still ontains a spe ies, then this spe ies an be moved to at least
two hildren already storing at least one spe ies in the respe tive subtrees,
implying that the adversary an for e at least two distin t evolutionary trees
whi h are onsistent with the answers returned. This is a ontradi tion. It
follows that all spe ies are stored at leaves of T ′ . If a leaf of T ′ stores three
or more spe ies, then an experiment on three of these spe ies an generate
dierent evolutionary trees, whi h again is a ontradi tion. We on lude that
ea h leaf of T ′ stores exa tly one or two spe ies, and all internal nodes of T ′
store no spe ies. It follows that T ′ has at least n/2 leaves.
For a tree with k leaves and degree d, the sum of the depths of the leaves is
at least k logd k. Sin e ea h leaf of T ′ stores at most two spe ies, the n spe ies
an be partitioned into two disjoint sets of size ⌈n/2⌉ and ⌊n/2⌋ su h that in
ea h set all spe ies are on distin t leaves of T ′ . The sum of the depths of all
spe ies is thus at least ⌈n/2⌉ logd ⌈n/2⌉ + ⌊n/2⌋ logd ⌊n/2⌋ ≥ n logd (n/2). Sin e
the depth of a spe ies in D is equal to the number of times the spe ies has
been moved one level down in D , and sin e m experiments generate at most
6m/(d − 1) moves and we perform at most n additional moves, we get the
inequality
n logd (n/2) ≤ 6m/(d − 1) + n ,
from whi h the lower bound m ≥ (d − 1)n(logd (n/2) − 1)/6 follows.
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